MEETING DATES

(STURDAYS AND *WEDNESDAYS)

2014
DEC. 20

2015
JAN. 17-FEB. 21-MAR. 21-*APR. 8-MAY 9-JUN. 20
JUL. 18-*AUG.12-SEPT. 19-*OCT. 14-NOV. 21-DEC. 19

THE SCALE MODELS PROJECTS MEETINGS ARE EVERY MONTH. MEETINGS ARE HELD 10 A.M.-2 P.M. AT
THE DELAVAN COMMUNITY CENTER, 826 GENEVA STREET, DELAVAN, WI. PLEASE BRING A PROJECT TO
WORK ON, SOMETHING TO DRINK AND A DISH OR SNACK TO PASS (10 PEOPLE). THE DECEMBER MEETING
WILL BE THE LAST MEETING AT THIS LOCATION!

2015 MEETING LOCATION CHANGE

STARTING IN JANUARY, 2015 THE SCALE MODELS PROJECT AS WELL AS THE AEROSPACE PROJECT WILL
BE MEETING IN THE ACTIVITY BUILDING AT THE WALWORTH COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS IN ELKHORN. THE
MEETING DAYS AND TIMES WILL BE MAINLY ON SATURDAYS, BUT THERE WILL ALSO BE A FEW WEDNESDAY
EVENINGS SCHEDULED.

MANDATORY MEETING REQUIREMENT

THE SCALE MODELS PROJECTS HAS A MANDATORY MEETING REQUIREMENT OF ONE MANDATORY MEET-
ING BEFORE FAIR. IF YOU FAIL TO MAKE ANY OF THE MEETINGS BEFORE THE FAIR, YOU ARE INELIGIBLE
to show your project at the Walworth County Fair. Contact Project Leader Keith Reimers
for details. September starts the new year for this requirement. If you are going to be in
the Scale Models Project you'll have ample time to meet the one meeting requirement.

WHY SHOULD I COME TO MEETINGS?

SCALE MODELS MEETINGS ARE A WAY FOR YOU TO PICK UP VALUABLE TIPS ON HOW TO BUILD BETTER
MODELS. BUTCHERS MODEL CAR CLUB MEMBERS ARE MORE THAN HAPPY TO SHARE INFORMATION AND
ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS. THE SCALE MODELS PROJECT ALSO HAS A COMMUNAL TOOL BOX AND BOTTLE
PAINTS FOR YOUR USE.

PROJECT LEADERS

SCALE MODELS: KEITH REIMERS = (262) 728-1483
BOB CAREY = (608) 207-9223
RICHARD MORGAN = (262) 215-0287

HOBBY TOWN USA “HOBBY CLUB” DISCOUNT

HOBBY TOWN USA - LAKE GENEVA IS OFFERING A 10% DISCOUNT TO YOUTH SIGNED UP IN
THE SCALE MODELS OR AEROSPACE PROJECTS. TO RECEIVE A “HOBBY CLUB” CARD, YOU MUST
BRING PROOF OF REGISTRATION IN EITHER PROJECT TO A MEETING. THIS CARD MUST BE PRESENTED AT
HOBBY TOWN USA - LAKE GENEVA FOR AN ACCOUNT TO BE SET UP. THE HOBBY CLUB STARTS OVER IN
JANUARY, SO BE SURE TO GET YOUR NEW HOBBY CLUB CARD. ALSO, LOOK FOR THE SPECIAL 4H MODELS
SECTION LEVEL 2 KITS THAT ARE GREAT FOR BEGINNERS AND EXPERIENCED MODELERS HAVE BEEN SET
ASSIDE IN THIS AREA. WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK MARGIE AND JOHN DANNO OF HOBBY TOWN USA FOR
THEIR SUPPORT.

THE BUTCHERS MODEL CLUB ON FACEBOOK

KEEP UP WITH WHAT THE BUTCHERS MODEL CAR CLUB IS DOING BY FOLLOWING OUR FACEBOOK PAGE.